Numbered Box Set: A scifi dystopian drama

All four Numbered books (Want, Tool,
Tree, Fall) in one gorgeous package plus
the prequel (Ground Zero) and a special
extra: New Dawn, Divine War #1. Enjoy
this best selling Scifi Dystopian. WANT:
2085 - The Earth has nearly been destroyed
through global warming and the use
nuclear weapons as WWIII begins. Two
hundred years later and it is the Ruling
Class in the Moons Lunar City who rule
the five cities left on the barren planet.
Careers are dictated, breeding is regulated,
those who cant work are made to disappear
and everyone is known by a number. There
is no time for fun and very little need for
love. Lethal injections are brandished
freely and an army of clones are bred for
purely military purposes. Aurelia has left
school with flying colours and will be
flown to the Moon to work with the Elite
race in the hospital. Kind-hearted, creative
and intelligent, Aurelia is about to be
launched into a life she could never have
even dreamed of on earth, a life where
power and politics are a dangerous
combination and trust is hard to come by.
With the help of new friends, Aurelia will
learn whose side she is really on but the
truth soon becomes horribly clear: on
Lunar, you can trust no one. TOOL:
Aurelia is fully entangled in the politics of
the highly treacherous Lunar City. Head of
Trauma at the hospital, she is in love with a
member of the Elite, Jonathon, the secret
leader of the Resistance but also the
favourite candidate to become the next
President. However, she is also friends
with Nicholas, a Clone, a race of men who
are barely recognised as people but more as
tools, and shes finding her loyalties torn
and senses danger everywhere. When her
plan to save Nicholas goes awry, Aurelia
must put her feelings for Jonathon to one
side and rescues her friend, which means
going Out: beyond the dome surrounding
Lunar City into the vast, unbreathable
atmosphere of the moon. But can she
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survive alone in the unknown out there and
how will she find Nicholas and bring him
back safely? Aurelia is about to test her
strength, heart and cunning in this dramatic
second book of the Numbered series.
TREE: Tree, the penultimate book in the
Numbered series, hypes up the tension in
the lead up to the final dramatic climax; the
struggle for freedom. The run up to the
election is proving a dangerous time in
Lunar City for presidential candidate
Jonathan, Aurelia and their Resistance
friends. When Aurelia is shot at an Elite
function, the crew decide that its time to
head back to Earth to escape the melting
pot and to recruit more members to their
cause by revealing Jonathon as the leader
to the Resistance. Hopping between the
contrasting environments of the five
remaining Earth cities, finding old friends
and new hopes, isnt quite enough to keep
Aurelia distracted from what she knows is
the brutal truth: they are on the cusp of a
revolution and sometimes you have to lose
individuals to save the masses. FALL: The
election for the President is finally upon
Lunar City and if Jonathon wins, the
Resistance will be ready to fight for its
cause. Blood will be spilt and lives will be
lost in the battle for freedom, equality and
the right to choose. But will the Elite be
ready to give into their demands and watch
the Earth cities fall under a new regime?
And if not, will the Resistance have enough
faith in its cause to fight to the bitter end?
Aurelia, Jonathon, Nicholas and Elza will
stand united to bring prosperity back to
Earth. Love, friendship and honour will be
their strongest weapons.
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